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Two of Kentucky's favorite pastimes - politics and basketball made most of the news in the commonwealth during the past week„
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At Frankfort, the General Assembly was in the next-to-the-last
week of the current seasion, and
was ,turning out legislation at a
furior pace under the direction of
the House and Senate rules committees.
But it was two personal battles
that took the spotlight.
One concerned Judge Sam Ward
of Hazard. Nine Perry County residents had signed a petition charging the Leslie circuit court judge
with misconduct in office. The specific .complaint was that he had appeared in court and other- - public
'places in an intoxicated condition.
For three days-Monday. Tuesday
and Wednesday-a special House
committee headed by Representative Morris Weintraub heard testimony in the case before deciding
whether the assembly should take
action.
But on Thursday the committee
agreed unanimously that none of
the testimony was conclusive enough to furnish a basis for impeachment proceedings.
gave
The committee not only
__.tudge-Ward--a clean bill of health.
•
but one of its members-Representative Ed Prichard, Paris Democrat
.-commented that there has been an
epidemic of wanting to put people
net of office without going to court.
•
Prichard saw no reason why the
House should be a laundry for the
washing of dirty linen, and charged
that the Perry County group wanted to use the House as a tool for its
own dirty work.
Even before the case was out of
the way, the state capital was rocked by a surprise measure introduced in both housek as administration bills. The bills were designed
to strip the attorney general's office of many of its aS:iwers. including the right to name special assistants in the various departments.
Under the measures the executive departments would be allowed to name their own legal help.
with the Governor's approval.
The bill, which Attorney General A. E. Funk immediately termed "ripper legislation." came as a
complete surprise, for there had
been no hint of dissension between
Funk and the Governor.
There was some suggestion that
the bill came as a result of the fact
that Funk's old law firm continued
to practice in Frankfort. Members
of the firm quickly took steps to
show that the attorney general did
not take any active part in. the
firm's activities.
After a great deal of backstage
discussion, the result was a compromise bill.
The compromise provides that
the post of assistant attorney general to the, alcoholic beverage control board will be eliminated_ That
post has been held by the attorney
general's son. A. E. Funk. Jr, who
has resigned effective Monday.
All adgginistrative agencies would
have the right to name their own
attorneys to handle delinquent tax
._. and welfare claims. hi:diem attorney
general still could assign assistant
attorney generals to the various departments.
Cause of the administrative move
to strip Funk of his powers still
was something of a mystery. Some
that whatever
- observers noted
prompted the legislation, the net
result would be a great deal of added employment for attorneys. 'The
' Senate will consider the measure
next week.
But these personal battles did not
take up all the assembly's fast-disappearing time.
The Governor received and signed measures passed by the assembly which created an agricultural
and industrial development board;
which permit banks to deelare permissive holidays; and one which repeal' the old banding and confederating law so long opposed by labor groups. Banding and confederating is now a misdemeanor in
Kentticky, not a felony.
The • House of Representatives
gave its approval to a pair of hotlydebated measures. One would impose a three per cent tax on parimutuej betting at Churchill Downs
'ark. while the other
arid Da
would set up.a thorough investiga(Continned On Page 1)
I.
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Way To State
After Taking Regional Tr h

it

L. R. Putnam, professor of voice
at Murray State college, received a
Master Key, the highest award of
Lionism, at a meeting of tbe Lions
Club last week.
,
The iward was presented by Fred'
Schultz. past district governor, for
"outstanding service to Lionism."
Putnam was cited for above average excellent in attendance, membership, and all-round cooperation.
The coveted Master Key has only
7
been awarded to a few hundred
men in the United States. Recepients of the honor are selected by a
national committee.
Lion Elliott Wear, second vicepresident presided over the meeting in the absence of Lion President McKee and First Vice-President Leonard Vaughn.
Norman Hale was present as a
time of Lion Titsworth.
- Lion A. 0. Adams, program chairman, introduced Clarence Walker,
baritone, Joe Routon. violinist, and
•
R• Putnam
Russell Phelps who presented one
of the most entertaining programs
Lion Paul Robbins outlined the
of the year. All three of the young reforestation project of the club
men are students at Murray State
and suggested that Lions sharpen
College.
For the first number. Joe Rou- up hoes, shovels and picks. He said
ton, violinist, played "Adoration" it might be -wise-foi- Theo, to purand "Star Dust", accompanied at chase a bottle or two of linament,
the
piano
by Russell
Phelps. as tree"-planting time is heat. The
In a highly pleasing manner. Phelps Murray Lions have resolved to set
gave his interpretation of one. of out . approximately two acres_ _of
Chopin's favorite
compositions.. frees in cooperation with the counAs a fitting climax to the musical ty-wide reforestation project.
,
program, Clarence Walker sang
After referring other matters of
"Sleepy Hollow Tune" by Kuntz, business to proper committees, the
and the "Big Bass Viol."
meeting was adjourned.

MurrayliocontesKnown
As'TownWithiligIdeas`
Editor's Note: In view of the fact
that Murray has recently gained
state - wide and national 'notice.
we belive it will be of interest
to our readers to read a reprint of a story run in the CourierJournal Sunday. March 14. The
story was accompanied by a full
page of pictures from
Murray
which will be reproduced in tho
Ledger and Times at a later date.

athletic teams.
Professors and their wives mix
wills- the townspeople. adding spice
and variety to the social life. Several members in the League of
Women Voters are either wives of
professors or teachers themselves.

Another institution that Murray
has always felt was its own, and
nv wit literally is .is the hospital.
In January the town assumed the
indebtedness of the William Mason
By HELEN LAWTON
Memorial Hospitald.
Today this
Murray--a small town with big 100-bed hospital, a nonprofit orideas-was rung into more than ganization ,is owned and controlled
by the community. Different civic
state-wide renown _because it has
groups are footitg the cost of decthe good fortune of being only orating rooms.
All churches are
eight miles from the largest arti- banding together to decorate and
tidal lake in the world. That's furnish the chapel, library, and
hall.
Kentucky
Lake. a recreational
Of all places Murray should have
mecca of fishing, boating, hunting,
its own racito station, since it cliiims
swimming. and camping. Visitors
that here radio was invented by
there are bound to learn of MurNathan B. Stubblefield. A station
ray, the closest place to see a
is to start operating in June, and
movie, or do anything at all cityapproximately will include in its
fied.
call-letters
Stubblefield's
NBS.
I Capitalizing o'n tourist trade is. first experiments
were made right
Of course, one of the big ideas of
where Murray College now stands.
this town of 8,000, county seat of
His invention was, demonstrated on
Calloway.- Yet_lit, tbe same time, it
the public square in 1892, three
has pmbitlous. progressiye plans'years before Marconi sent his dots
somI in action and some still in the
and dashes through the air.
int stage-which are by and
It's usual for the people of Murfor the people of Murray.
ray to have split, occupations They
Children get the breaks firats
combine farming wit
doctoring.
Recently the town, through local
storekeeping. and whet-have-you.
subscription, built frit the Girl
Murray ..is...a.market for a diVersia
geouts a log cabin in City Pgir
field farm
program in Calloway
There is one big room with PI large
County; -itar*ttne of the largest
fireplace, a porch and kitchen, all
markets in Western Kentucky for
belonging to the 120 Scouts. The
livestock and dark-fired tobacco.
Murray Woman's Cluk_sponaored
There is a high production In the
the building. Now the-Rty his ancounty of wheat, barley, and other
other project under way for all
small grains. Hundreds of acres
teen-agers. It's to be a gay-cenof popcorn are grown and proter, called Teen-town, which also
cessed in the county each year.
will go up in City Park.,
Murray--the small town,,with big
Until the small fry have this
ideas, which claims here is not a
hangout, the
Woman's Club is
roadhouse in the whole countypretty much their gathering spot
is out to give its own people and
for big dances and parties. The
all the tourists it can attract a good
club, an attractive modern stone
deal. '
•
building. is unquestioanbly the hub
of the town's social life, sufficing
for a country club. All civic organizations meet and eat here-The
Young Business Men's Club, Roary, Lions. and Business and Professional Women's Clubs run the
total number of meals served a
month to around 800. Club members (there are 250) do the serving and there is a .resident hostess
who buy: the food and plans
the meals.
Emphatically most citizens beBy
lieve that Murray State College is
NAT RYAN. HUGHES
theirs to enjoy and to support.
They turn out in large numbers for
courses ,concerts, and
speeches Previous Report
1198923
given by the college. And cer- Today's Collection
161.21
tainly no one questions the town's
undiluted loyalty to the college's
Total to date
$2151.14
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A jammed and packed crowd of
over 3,000 persons saw the steamrolling Redmen of Brewers continue their smooth ball handling
and accurate shooting to run roughshod over the Mayfield Cardinals
by a score of 70-25 in the John W.
Carr Health Building Saturday
night to annex the First Regional
crown ani a right to participate in
the State meet this week.
By defeating Mayfield. the Redmen hung up their • 32nd consecutive victory this season without a
defeat. This is the fourth time
that a Brewers team has won the
right to participate in the State
Meet. -

sass-

After the opening tip-off, which
went to Mayfield but soon went
to the Redmen on a backboard rebound, there was no doubt as to
wile) would be the victor.
For the first quarter of play the
scoring was as follows: Creason
broke the ice with a corner shot
for.. 2 points; Thweatt made the
score 4-0 with a jump shot from
outside the free-toss line: Owen
hit from the corner 'to run the
score up to 6-0; Hendley of Mayfield was fouled by Creason, but
the charity toss was missed and
Brewers 'still led 6-0. Van Mathis
made a niae set shut from back of
the foul,circle to rack up a score
of 8-0. Mat_ rnick dribbled in fast
to make good on a jump shot and
the score was 8-2. Van Mathie lost
no time in matching Maternick's
feat to brfhg the count to read
10-2. Hunt for the Cardinals got
loose near the basket and flopped
in a jump shot to bring the score
up to 10-4. Brewers; Maternick
faked in and counted on a jump
shot, to make the score 10-6.
Hardeman, a bit over-anxious,
fouled Van Mathis who made the
toss good. 11-6. Hendley went in
fast for a jump and the score was
11-8: Cope acre Brewers made it 138 on a shove-in shot; Thweatt
struck right back to make the
scoreboard read 15-8.
Mayfield's
Hardeman was fouled by Thweatt
and the Graves countian made the
charity pitch good as the first
quarter ended with the score reading 15-9. Brewers.

ta-

was out in front 23-9. Hardeman
fouled Cope and the two free tosses
were good-Brewers 25, Mayfield
9. Creason 'was guilty of hacking
Hendley and the Cardnial's charity
pitch was good and the score
stood at 25-10. Hardeman fouled
V. 114athis who registered on the
"thank .t you" throw. The scoreBrewers 26. Mayfield 10. Creason
fouled Hendley but the free shot
was no good. Barney Thweatt's
jump shot brought the score to
28-10. At this point of the game
a double foul was called with
Cresson and Owens being the
victims. Creason made his shot
count white Owens' was -no- good
Steivers 28, Mayfield 11.
Van
Mathis fouled Hendley. The toss
was missed. Thweatt's short set
shot was good to make the scores
read 30-11. Van Mathis' free toss
was good on a foul by Mayfield.
Owens corner shot was good and
the score read 33-11. Hendley put
a jump shot through and seconds
laters Van Mathis retaliated with a
like shot as the second quarter
ended and the score was 37-13 at
halftime.

MRS LL. DD. EUDY
DIES SATURDAY
AFfEll OPERATION
•

Noon-time
commuters
hurled
epithets at the city bus system this

Mrs. L. D

Eudy. 44 died at noon but still had to walk.
o'clock Saturday night folThe reason for the interrupted
lowing an operation at the Murray bus service, however, turned out to
be a small accident rather than, a
Hospital after a sudden illness.
bus driver's strike.
Survivors include her husband.
Shortly before noon. the driver,
L. D. Eudy. Concord road; parents.
Jimmie McReynolds. stopped at
Ma'..and Mrs. Ben Henderson. Ful10th and Main Streets to discharge
ton: one
daughter.
Mrs. Odell
a passenger on his west-bound
Wells, Cottage Hill. Ilia three sisrun.
ters. Mrs. Lillie Hendey. Detroit
A truak following close behind
Mich., Mrs. Nestle Hicks, Water
Valley, Mrs. Rosie Stennett, Fulton; had no passengers, so apparently
four brothers. Fred Henderson, DU- saw no reason for stopping-before
bus in the rear.
rena, Mo. Gradis Henderson, Ful- it hit the
a
ton. Jubie Henderson, Hickman,
Both vehicles survived the ordeal
Boyd Henderson. Fulton; and two with only slight bruises and 'ingrandchildren.
dentations. Passengers or drivers
L. D. Eudy is an employe of the were not injured.
Airlene Gas Co. He and his wife
moved to this community in July
of 1947.

M. STUBBLEFIELD
DIES OF HEART
ATTACK SUNDAY

The lineups:

Commuters Wait
While City Bus
Stops Truck -

10:00

The last half saw a game but
Mrs. Eudy was a member of the
uncapable Cardinal team thoroughMt. a Pleasant Church of Chriat
ly outclassed in every department.
in Graves County. Funeral servicThe Brewers defense
was so es were held in the Oak Grove
closely knit that the Cardinals Church of Christ near Fulton •at
were able to collect but two 2:00 o'clock this afternoon under
field goala. The Cardinals' last the direction of Brother Charles
WWI-foul shooting was'•gliod. They L. Houser of Fulton. Burial was in
hit $ out of 10.
the Oak Grove cemetery.
The score at the close of the third
Pallbearers were employees of
quarter was 49-29, ,Brewers.
the Airlene Gas Company.
The final quarter of- -play Saw
The Max Churchill funeral home
Brewers scoring 22 points to 5 for svas in charge or arrangements.
Mayfield.
Creason was high point man
of the clash with 17 points. He
was followed by V. Mathis and V.
Cope. with each scoring 13 tallies.
Mayfield's Hendley led his teilmmates with 8 points.
Following the game. Dr. Ralph
H. Woods made the presentation
of the trophies.

Brewers 70
Po*.
Mayfield 25
V. Mathis 13 F
Hendley 8
Owens 9
•
Murphy 3
Cope 13
•
Maternick 4
The second quarter saw Coach Creason 17
•
Hardeman 3
Tarry's Redmen step up the pace Thweatt 9
Hunt 3
both
on
Subs: Brewersoffense
defense
and
• Darnell 3. T.
play. The Marathon County lads .Mathis 3, L. Smith 2, J. Smith,
scored 22 points in this.framc while Stone 1:
Mayfield-Apperson
1,
holding Mayfield to a lone field Byars. Creason 3. Cain. Haley.
goaf-and a couple of.afree tosses.
The scoring was as follows:
Mrs. W, A. Blackburn of Paducah
Creason brought the score to has returned to her home following
17-9 en, a corner shot; Owen leis- a visit with her son, Dr. W. E.
urtly dumped in a long shot and Blackburn, and family. 1627 Main.
the figure read 19-9; Mathis came
fast into the corner to ring up a
Mt. and Mrs_ Ermal Allen and
2-pointe1 and theiscore was 21-9 children of Lexington will arrive
Creason tossed in a basket from today to spend several days with
outside the free throw circle and Mrs. Allen's sister. Mrs, Wendell
the scoreboard deneted Brewers Hinkley and family, Payne St.

V. M. "Uncle Virg" Stubblefield,
81. died of a heart Attack at 3:30
o'clock Sunday afternoon. He was
stricken suddenly at the home of
his son, Cohen Stubblefield. near
Cherry.
Survivors include one daughter.
Mrs. Floyd Outland. Murray route
3; one son, Cohen Stubblefield; one
brother Bob Stubblefield of New
Concord; and two grandchildren
Funeral services were held in the
New Hope Methodist Church at
2:00 o'clock this afternoon under
tha
o
tifeb
nrroythif
Ruigrg
erarC
iall,
g.isA.B
and dis
irreoctthio
en
r
was in the Hicks cemetery:
Pallbea
Fraerrrsi were
tilga r ZG
ee
lnuar
Aubrey
5,
in.FWendell Allbritton. W, D. McCuiston
and Darrel Shoemaker.
the Max Churchill funeral home
was in charge of arangernents.

LIVESTOCK

ST. LOUIS NATIONAL STOCKYARDS. March 15 tUlai-4USDA
-Livestock:
HOGS 5.300; salable 5.000; cornpared with 13,000 last Monday.
Uneven. mostly 75c to $1 25 higher
than Friday's average; spots up
81.50 on weights sver 160 lbs;
soWs. $1 higher Bulk good and
choice 180 to 240 lbs. $2350 to
$24.50; 240 to 270 lbs. $22 to $23 30;
270 to 300 lbs, $21 to $22: 160 to
170 lbs. $2375 to $2425; 130 to 150
lbs. $2075 to $23 50: few. $23.75;
100 to 120 lbs.. $16.25 to $1975.
Sows. 450 lbs down. $1875 to $19.25:
few $1950; over 450 lbs . 818.25
to $1875 Stags. $14 to $16.
CATTLE: 2.900; salable 2,500;
calves: 700. all salable Modest supply of cattle finding active )nquiry and strong to uneven higher
prices in most instances. About
30 loads of steers Offered; a large
share of these sold; Several loads
low good to average choice steers,
$2725 to $27.50; and a few loads,
$28 Low to medium steers, $22.30
to $25; medium to good heifers and
mixed
yearlings. $21 to $25.50;
about 25 percent of light supply
made up of cows: these following
the general strong to 50c higher
treid in steers and butcher yearlings. A few good cows. $21 to $21.50; common and medium beef cows,
$1750 to $20; canners and cutters.
largely. $1450 to $17; bulls fully
steady; good beef bulls around
$2250 to $23, medium to good sausage bulls, $21 to $2
.
2 50; good and
choice vealers. $1 higher at $25 to
$.
31; common and medium, steady
to $1 higher at $15 to $24.

Kill Senate Bill No. 343--Overbey
Three.Teachers
Attend Commerce
Meet, Mar. 12, 13
Prof. Fred Gingles. commerce
department head and Profs. Esco
Gunter -and Vernon Anderson, corha
rnerce teachers, attended a conference on business teacher education
at Indiana university, March 12, 13.
The conference was planned for
the business education departments
of colleges and universities within
a reasonable distance of Bloomington, Indiana.
College representatives aliending
the conference discussed problems
of mutual interest, especially those
relating to business teacher edueation and education for business.
Commerce problems that were
troublesome, or on which no uniform practice has been developed,
were treated at the meeting. Professional interests and ideas of
persona engaged in commerce were
also discussed
The entire conference was informal and conducted as a series
of roureltable discussions.
In 1947 one-sixth of all the carload freight in the United States
originated in Pennsylvania.
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Week liOutstanding Service
Redmen On
In Kentucky Award Given ToPutnam
By United Press
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Murray, Kentucky, Monday Afternoon, March 15, 1948

FORECAST

KENTUCKY: Mostly cloudy
and warmer today. Cloudy
with a few showers tonight
and turning cooler west portion late tonight. Tuesday
mostly -cToudy and cooler.

The Houston-McDevitt Clinic today Closes its hospital department
and all "bed patients" will be admitted to the Murray Hospital
after today, according to Dr. Hugh
Houston, director of the clinic.
'this' morning there were 19 patients confined to beds in the clinic. Of. this number two or three
will be transferred to the Murray
Hospital
sometime during
the
week. The remainder will be allowed to go home for the balance of their hospital stay.
The kitchen at the clinic will be
closed this week-end ,and all hospital personnel at the clinic will
be transferred to the hospital at
the end of the week.
Many people are confuted as
what will be done at the present
clinic building. According to Dr.
Houston, all of the clinic doctors
will have their offices in the building and all departments used in the
diagnosis of diseases and treatment
of "out-patients" will be expanded.
The Administrator of the Clinic
stated that its future is being
patterened after such institutions
as Mayo Clinic that uses St. Mary's
Hospital in Rochester, Minn.; Ochsner's Clinic that. uses Touro and
Charity Hospitals in New Orleans,
Li: Lthey's Clinic that uses the
hospitals in Roston. Mats, and in
Kentucky the newly formed Howard Clinic that uses the Sampson
Community Hospital at Glasgow.
It will be the Clinic's function to
bring together . specialists of unusual ability to diagnose and treat
people with the best and newest
methods known to medicine.
-The_ tint floor will act'orrintOdate
the emergency room. clinical and
pathological laboratories, the x-ray
department and the drug room.
The second floor will house the
businessooffice and record rooms,
offices for Dr. Hugh L. Houston,
Dr. C. J. McOevitt and Dr. J. Lacy
Hopson.
.
The third floor will be occupied
by the minor surgery and the supply rooms, offices for .Dr. Hal E.
Houston, Dr. Robert 'W. Hahs and
the new quarters of the eye. ear,
nose and throat specialist.
The fourth floor will have apartments for employees of the Clinic.
The Clinic will be open 24 hours
per day and the medical and surgical needs of the public will be
the business of the institution.
During the past five years the
Clinic-Hospital has been so overcrowded that it has been impossible to give the public the courtesy
and service desired by the medicall staff. The doctors- wish to take
this occation to thank the public
for their patience and forbearance.
Under the new arrangement of
ample space and facilities at both
the Clinic and Murray Hespital
better service can be rendered and
quality of medical care expanded.
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TANJES
FOR RIDE
SALEM. Ore:- itileri:--When Principal Mithilda Gilles of Richmond
School here learned that many of
the sixth grade pupils hid nevel•
ridden a train, she herded them
down to the depot. bought 40
round trip tickets. to Portland and
give them W first hand lesson in
transportation.

•

Editor's Note: Senator George E. Overbey has requested that people in i
,this area help"kill Renete‘Bill No. 343. In a.lefff'r to the Ledger&
he explairts the nature' of the bill and the reasons forthe ,
stand he has taken The senator's letter follows:
Last Thursday, Senator Oltie'114. Lyons introduced Senate Bill No.
343 in order to, among other things, fire too Board of Regent members.
If Senate Bill 343 should heroine law, it u ill mean that the Board of
Regents of Murray State College. and all other state colleges and the
'CHICAGO, March 15 CUP)-ProUniversity of Kentucky, will be governed and ruled by a state-wide
A'.house-to-house drive is being duce:
Hoard of Trustees. This Board of Trustees, will, in addition to other
made in Murray to" aid in raising
POULTRY: 13 trucks, hen marpowers, have the power and authority to:
the Red Cross quota set for Cello- itet weak, chicken.. market firm.,
I. Decide how much money Murray State College WILL or WILL way
County. with Mrs_ Rob Ma-;Hens 35. leghorn hens 21. colored
NOT RECEIVE.
son chairman of this 'drive. Each •fryers 39, plymouth rock fryers
2. Decide what buildings may be constructed at the College,
year the homemakers and residents 41, white rock fryers 43, plymouth
3. Decide what may be taught at the Colleges and the University. called upon in the vicinity con- rock broilers 39, white rock broil4. Utilise the different Colleges and the University as it may desire, tribute liberally and raise the fund era 39. colored broilers 37. white
Thus. this new board would have the power to say that Murray considerably, according to the rec- rock sprints-44. plymouth rode
springs 43. colored springs 41,
State College could only be a prep school, or that it would be used as a ords in Red Cross headquarters..
Nat Ryan • - Hughes. young torn turkeys 40. young hen
School for Negroes. or that Western could only teach Home Econo,mtr.,-.4. Attorney
Chairman of the Red Cross drive turkeys 48, young geese 32. swan
We don't know who will be on the the new Board of Trustees IF',
Senate
announced
the following persona geese 25. ducks 36. ducklings
11111 343 should become law. but WE DO KNOW THAT MURRAY STATE
who are working with Mrs. Mason guineas 30. common barn pigeons
COLLEGE AND OUR OTHER COLLEGES AND THE UNIVERSITY
1 C102 I 200. old roosters 19.
.
as team captains in soliciting funds
CHEESE: Twins 39 1-2 to 40 1-2,
ARE DOING A GOOD JOB. -THE LEGISLATURE 'IS NOW ABOUT from every
home' in
Murray:
OVER. SENATE BILL 343 SHOULD. IN OUR OPINION, BE KILLED Mesdames A F. Doran, M. O. single dasies 41 to 41 1-2, and
AT THIS SESSION AND THE PEOPLE OF KENTUCKY BE GIVEN Wrather. Muke Overbey, 011ie Swiss 65 to 68.
BUTTER 415.715. market firm.
AN OPPORTUNITY TO STUDY SUCH A RADICAL CHANGE IN OUR Brown. C. J. McDevitt. Delvin
93 score 75. 92 score 75. 90 score ,
Langston, H. T. Waldrop. Ed DiugEDUCATIONAL SYSTEM.
75. 89 score 74. Carlots 90 score 75,
THIS PAPER IS AUTHORIZED TO QUOTE SENATOR GEORGE inch Jr.. R. H. Hood, Jack Shroat, 89 score 74.
Cletus
McDaniel,
,
Gingtes
Wallis.
OVERBEY AS
VIOLENTLY OPPOSED TO SR. 343. IT 18
EGGS: i White and browns mixand Audrey Simmons.
ed) 18.818 cases, market unsettled.
REQUESTED THAT ALLREADERS IMMEDIATELY WIRE OR TELEPHONE LIEUT. GOVERNOR LAWRENCE W. WETHERRY. CMAIRForty 4-H dubs in --Bell cotin*Y exttas
. 60 to 70 per cent A 44 to
MAN OF THE RULES COMMITTEE OF THE SENATE- TO USE HIS
have a membership of 1.492 boys 45, standards 42 to 43. current a'.INFLUENCE
KILL THIS VICIOUS AND DANGEROUS BILL..
and girls.
ceipts 39 1-2, checks 38.
li ,..,..,
,

HOUSE-TO-HOUSE
CAMPAIGN BEGUN
FOR RED CROStS

--Tifitet
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lion or the state's educational sys.64
tem.
A Kentucky official olthe office
of selective service reeords-:• Colonel -Solon Ruseell--created • a brief
nationwide flurry of excitement by
amiouracing that draft boards were
being reorganized to meet any
emergency. It yvas not until the
next day that Generol Lewis Hershey . Clarified the situation. The
ve.- service records office is
setting up a selective service systext-a-but un paper oula- That wail
gapplies from_ _reit igerarecato_anlicea
beaused in case Congress pastes _a
ling center: a magic slate a4 for
.military training bill. or some other Tricks in Home
writing remainders of tasks to Oe
emergency arises.
done_ upstairs: an easily moved
Homemakers in Rarertson
county' a
irityla
sane
with castors in the kitchen,
On Thursday, military police
were . transporting 14 soldier-pris- tire . using housekeeping ideas re- arid use of a dust cloth in each
oners from Fort Hayes. Ohio, to cortiir....nliud to them by Miss Ida hand to enc.ourage Illinooth, rhyFort Knox. At Carrollton. one oa C. Hagman, specialist in nome thmic motions in dusting.
them ..corpplained ,he was sick. management at the UK College Of When the truck was stopped, three Agriculture and Home Economical
of the prisoners overpowered their Step and time-saving tricks inguards and escaped. One was re- eluded the use of a scratch pad ,
captured Friday near Hamilton, near the basement caeor for ,writOhio, and a second was taken Sat- ing names of supplies needed franti
of colds. Kula Vapollala . nag, aa
urdxy in Toledo.. But the third. there' ',fray for -die iriT
gand
on throat...cheist. Stiltsff Ai. a
a
Prieate Howard Kent-Tit East L/Va Hag 'Mt
arit--fcir earryine some an mouth, tool v Vavo
llue
erpoul. Ohio. was still at large Saturdaa alte.enuan___ _
a
Despite all this exciternent..Ken_
teickiens genertilly were !mire inteat.roted in sOmething 'else-basketball scores. The high schools reached the regional final
Saturday
night. -while the
University of
Louisville, after coming from behind three times to beat `Emporia.
Beloit and Xavier, met Indiana
State isi the finals of the NAIB
tournament at Kansas City,
stain
Western State meantime was subwarp, ruor
duing LaSalle College in the na• won't
installation
inside
tional invitational at
Madison
frames
• easy
Square Gartien, and will play St.
boggy sido
• no
Louis in the semi-finals Monday •
pointing
needs
night
• never
pricod
reasonably
• And . Kentucky, meanwhile,
•
getting ready-lor its NM-round battle with Columbia .in the NCAA
tournarnent.
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Dickeys Before President-Trumasr-Gets One

*,-i •
- lay ammilv -W. NICUOI is
United Press start „Correspondent Yati can 141,1"" •'s -Thfee 'rar•u•es in '1_
pay pheue booth az- at:sap-a-aegis:le
MILLIONAIRES AT PLAY-Charles
Kettering, research head of General Motors, and
. WASHaNGTON. March I3. it:Pi ne:fs :n the New 'York subwayMark Honeywell enjoy an elephant ride as the Committee of One Hundred holds its annual
-It's piet. hard 19 get the jump
cvi
tha.
erit
t.
s4
,2
Take coffee. pa
.1.-ebillion
picnic-- and barbecue at Key Biscayne; Fla. The group is composed of wealthy men who
an thia f,..-10..i.e in the itihile MQt1...e.
are wintering at Miami Beach.
.
Tfi.- i,ther .d-o. I asked perifils- let in a year Toaay it costs six.
man • to t.st Mr -Truman s. hew as:. n. eight. and ten cents a et:
sabalcoma te..! him. Ali I wanted to le aam.,.
'GETTING CAT OVER BORDER
" 1-" Lillian dollara. late
- do W11- !,:.:•....• r.....nt'a repot! art .he says at: M n caffee can be sold ai l
.......,
S
TALES COUPLE THREL,DAVS
.
ilig
of Inc
-"••• a pieta f.. r seven or eight cen'4rANTA-BARIJAR,A, Cal. (1113)lee,--P-0 It-ci. IV .-illk MTV "....4.. •elto• alietiaausaistat.,i
A cat'aeparing to Class the border
.011tetlitif edaiii.e.„ A coarier came spear! al: dat-. fig-urine pienraesalka
'
I
- from Mexico intoahe-United Stales
tx ck with a flat- -no' Nobrady .s Mt tire- n figures- if we had a 7-1-2
.
- By PHIL AULT
I is in for a tough time.
i
going, ta at em his nevi-par'ch
a at scat call it a adiekle - if you
400."
Stefatisaon
said..
and
aaarapanaraa,
'silted -press east( t
• fore V- Tatman- tries -on or feet 141, • :he public would saw
That
was the experience of
- .,'. ...a...i an example of-what the Sava
size hues...! 'h .-.. e.s-ieriger said
YORK
rU.P 1- In
NEW
the ets_ are chainzahe cited Viarkuta. a i Conchita. black and white pet of
$E2.5-nallan a. year-if -we take -a
tta-a :
ir -, Air. t caa
•anciard mace forte- G reenwica. Village/aection of New city of 30,000 which•stands 70 miles 1.311--- aid ' Mrs. William' Madsen.
York. on a street - where Arta; north of the - Arctic Circle- and 3110 StanOrd university archaeormay
e tern alone
i.,.. ... ...1.:'
, - 051. .:
:-.`,. i..
aalay' haul carer, down
the Hudson east of Murmarisk in the Pechora students. The Madsens and Conto
d.eii
da?...
a
.man
coald
: States: lye go7.-Me a new nine bo, ajci_ka
chita were detained at the border
Threes dockic star art dreary red coal basin. a
OJc
ajsor
-and
-- tie.-iiii-leiteeive-ortaitairnat
Whit-daft was decided to 'eirpliiit for•ihree days filling out six '..sets
buffisla.
for
pais
freift/Met
1
/1311
0
.11inch..and
111-14
-31/
/
4
"
17M/frellt
i
r
to hint. In. sure I've gaz the ctrata'
grime
Maccans line the the coal etaources there, the Soviet of official papers in duplicate and
of •drinit
On him this airr.e. -on aoeoisnt of "a Tectiaa on the is
i„saavernment moved in construction triplicate.
• 'AA. bar-keep And side walk and bab carriages
I re gett the ata - on this-a-lir:ea t4io.n ih
If that Weren't enough to have
The purpose of the documents
ter its eraturice.
crews, built. housing and other
ce4nes track again Mialora---I .and he *Lai': act -hie iiritil
facilities' and then
con- was te guarantee Crinchita's free- ..Kentuaky sports fans running a
freaas7 -o-iiight -up, the emi- urban
dad
standatd
:mice
the
Today
opens has tr....,1 tOrtlor:Oul
. .
..
hoof and mouth disease. high fever. Saturday came the anstructed a 700-mile raitroad. south- dom
ta ZS cents a mug in nent Aritic explour Vilhjahriur
. 1 whir- her master and mistress nouncement of a list of one hunThe no'Lr.'.
?
-tin ...... haial-pa.nied time. ar,d
Stetaassan sits -...aireseg his 20.000 ward to bring out. the coal.
SPI•le
coataaaijaat 'racy. aie 2 1-a.
were cumpleting the forms. .Con- dred nine three-year-oldS eligible
polar books and documents. From Arctic Earth Incas
_sand 12 I-: a. titers They are la'Whata; a rung. with. 7 1-2 or 12
Ta help .feed the 'Miners, .,the c.hita was relaxing in a cool shower for the 74th running of the Kenhis cramped quarters he watches
economic -• te a::
et .i7en
tilts-. 1-2 eels, for a scattle".• Asked the
tucky Derby. May first.
the Soviet Union and the ficirah government established the .Vor- -of- disinfectants,
Coins. of handsarae Edward Marsh seft drink man'
Arrairican powers Maneuver- for kuta argricultural station. Twelve
likhren of eleteris Hills. Calif He
Mr.. Mehren straightened 11,i
peasition in the vast area above the state farms produce vegetables ,ind
thinks if trio g -ee*grient would green tie with all the pairiti.--1
Aecaie Circle • wiseae be- spent a dairy products far the- city. Eamint the coina a e d aave„:5-b4iiian eoras upon it.'
_
r/ea.-ea...Is,
mad. t" dies
Vent
of
bucks a yea: a:. toughly- kir: a
Th.
.
- beer - people aroald"„be
He.. sees -The-- Soviet Union far Velop• treat-resisting types. The
head. rhar, vcreiiim. and child
'be-cause they d.sall more btrer surpas• sing the United
- States and Arctic earth- Mite is yielding rye,
51 years Arr.,::ea eorid Sat, er- Th- same . with the Other bilks.
Canada. at deteetming its Arctic barley and r.otatoes during the
oath to pay I!, i....1,or.-a
arid th5 Cu:.
a. ctnt res°urc .
brief but warm summer..
which is faster :hat-, v; e re paing
atao for ten"
Strategically.. -he feels-the Arc- . At Ukhta. an oil woducting cenit off now • M:. Matesa s ir.ien
Mr Mehren _has gone so tar as tac.Sea _is .the
paaet important. body ter. .aouth of aVorkuta.. standing
business is rrais -la a sada pap flea, tofhink ap- stifii; names for his'
af water on earth. The'Hussiaris. slightly below the Arctic Circle.
Ir-r- c,.1.:r.try sEv.ni." nnw colas.- in additieh to the above.
running inn •
ciinfeaas. are giving the-IF far tater( 'is a similar story: 'this city
thewerld 01
train,I,eied -Dicke! - 'Qt.;I r•.,t....;:or.....k,
f 'r 1..rtherii defenses a binial bese has grown to 40.00() popuMtion and
,
Lls.ise-tri 1- •
etne
inimeye
Tee had an eieven-fald inctease in• oil
in to se-c Hai
:
hatrf :it
•
quarter. knomm. Un.ted States and
Canada are fait- production between. 1940 and 1945.
1:AntiOS Stirne .• r.,..a ......;'-_r__-.
1-.bits .
.
"Ifugituta sod
Ukhta together
h, dc,
To-nrcrod ,- - it ak, I imS
oqyal. the 70.000 total popuailion
Ropsii Doing More
-•
aise-shouldr.. a•
- --w
.. -We ot Not.th Amalie:a are told in. all Altiska.7 the explorer p :reed
Pig 00 elect:an
aald da a half hat arri r.g wUr preseht
weaknesses out.
The way M:
ci at, 't
r And is the trethoniotis
"In- America we -have lost the
size of our Ceies
a as this: Noel t! :
..), . -•.„.,
it
th.et W
and tht taa-heavar grinipings of our pioneerina spirit,- he. said. "Ina cigar, a cup
.. . i
industries araund ii few centers," stead of. seeking new places to colat pop corn So.
N
Etetanss..n saib -*There is the some opize. we have reversed the ninetalk in, ate Masco* press and on. teenth century trend and. are mi•
their pd.., The difference -is that grating to places like Southern
they
doing more- about it, than California where the -Ctirriate is
KENTUC
K-Y ON THE - MARCH
easy. We don't have to worry
we are
•
Easter time is the time of new life and hope. This year
-Believing thr.:t 4-•,•entii'ally there about creating the neeesaitics of ...There 'are. two
wou:r1 be an attack ch the Soviet life for ourselves Modern tramEaster Seals are the symbol of hope and promise for KeneaUcena for' letters
the east and west, they be- portation and our highly developed
tacky'Ocrippled boys and girls. Seals are the appeal of
1- clippings corning,'
• bring them b.. us.•
gian nu J- ail-1g industrial centers in economy
the Kentucky Society for crippled Children, which asks
ct..t...u. 4,
.
,
your help to enable the crippled child to walk, to grow,
satiric* alf et,r1
74
.
41:
.;4:11
AIRPORTS AL.a0 FAILMS
-Nce• that they arc beginning to •
to go to school and, gain sound strength for a useful and
projects , areaisiet
7.,
4 (Ji1V1.r..1.1.1r:4
Mr
TALLAHASSEfa, Fta. LThe
ispai,z•• a nattack trim North
planned' in tathappy life.
at.a. • la."... na-u: •.•
1.iet m
Amarica, they have int added ten- University of Florida agrieulturtl
yearstic valr.ds :.ai •as • 4. • s 1 •
asn I a shs,d
denty a, move their colimization experiment- stitatama as-awnatainga
- The windy wi • :
, sot, a,- a
;$ 1 iapaater before it
rtirtit rth. dies time on the. basis of be- an airport turf research. project
stitntes glittering a
•r.
le...M.1.i_ •b.'!' r far-Min:1 118_ Easter Seals are the bright symbol of new life and hope for
ing ready to. counterattack in an aimed at developing the abest
eerie faits For ix arirasHert1, me- brief paragraphs
the handicapped child. They are the colorful badge of your
1i-asses and suitable '11rOps for
air
vnt.t..county is sgral-d, up a La
u'-., _Lam a.is api.:17 • _a
•sharing ybur Easter happiness. Your gifts help provide
The.explorer, horn in- Canada of arrning on airports. Airports can'
Prot:dine-a It•hai
•• a_t
.ta.
"The at."..rit
147 11_ diyie in
treatment, hospitalization, surgery, braces and other aids
in-at Iderive considerable revenue from
of mines-ii deposats.
,.:1.1:cor0 tnt, co..r.iy. 137;4 days in I, e ufftre. leelandir aparersta, is- the
to restore the State's indigent and hapless crippled youngpr„rf:,:lent American protagonist afi crops grown On fields whet,- they
• ;fore's; an
,:t.He' made 135i tan,
r
e da•ed
tar ViC
that the Far North is do.. not interfere v.-fah us pa the.
sters. They send him out to healthy growth and a nevi,
iiite that
1(11" it!, fearat.,
aa
it,
gr.
:,
re'
.atl.••,(if
habit h- -Th.: friendly Arctic, ea landing area.
normal living.
Pr(4,1CtItil,
.
by 6 1:00 1St.and 'trate:eft 1.182. ('-.,0
iU.
s • expktratIons of Arc, S -me :atterthe pc, f amance
The
tic
Italians were the fast EUruit, iria AitrFka. rerceti:nd, and•
a
1,1
- t-`777h
bt••ri d15.'7,b
frelatid-.siace the bigaratisia of the pe-arv. to Liar playing Cards. and.the
substI.L.:c
• 0.
ata:a -.35.545 ealaaes
French
century, hive, greseei scientific aria
orginated the four !Pita
(.1.114:; tzt
t.,eireariers-ene-troardrest- tic(
-MTV
during. the 18th -century. Bin. the
veracitiansaf
cenditiens.
Al: al tea- a.maraitaty
,ae
lear-1-;.' totaling --3a,500
veteran card shierk&g
the
Pitmeeriag Revived
• •
mutat-a: rata. ,.
•p.. s. .Vt: beet:.
:The Kentucky Society For Crippled Children is a
-Many trippled boys and girls will- be- started -an
fi, ‘. i•a titer-beaten-face.beneath siani. who ecru playing 1-106- Yeals
,
tar
I.,.
•'state-wide agency which cooperates with and ties
lii
c pitct , farlyaa-See
the road to self-support arid happy adjustment
atni
•
iehite
hair-"sante-litsblue
together the work of Other agencies in this
,.
through an expanded, progranisof work with. the
%.1.1ari in the K:nN•.t••
•
acetistunied
io
focus-Funds
raiaed
in
the
Easter
Seals
campaign
State Department of Education Physicallic handisuppleI
,.
1.
.
,r. .1.
n"rt.Y• 1we°1Y"")-11-e
,r
ment State appropriations to the Kentucky Crippled
n eta:ant-es. look addia Incurscapped Wye-and girls who cannot take advantage
•as•
of vocational training receive supplemental finan, Children Com
arictitejnarnvile =vides fur
••441.1"4iikto4n4.1111/3Pe 46i..1*_-,c1,,i
'
S....
,chtletrett ti-On,' every part, of
cial aid until niece edueatinnetrothtstaed:.-311W.- 'as- AV-Mee of
stacked'sa jeep e
the state.
helps bridge the gap betvvecn public _sethril and
•
ika
tis
.at - vadtors re.aar
tra.0 atigaliC e'S
state vocational training
h
it
as
Cristle
throbs
SXPACH .'0
ei "Your purahase of Easter Seals will help maintain
a It is his- belief that R• ia •
rik4.hill"4
.81-39
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'en
m'N'
t
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'it*
The Society gives supplementary a.d to theilrii.
1.-• -the Curative Workshop, opened in Louisaille last
OUP nt.. 61161141116_MIN
witnnm_rtererrulatisow
MA
a -10eity- -Crippied-Children-ColOFFnessianr----inetneidaskAtTaust, where physical therapy and -oceupational
.
hospital care for-over-age cases and assistance with
....lic_breacuse _the Seviet 'ocoelei ot•
therapy treatments are given children and arialls
recently begun services for cerebral palsy asses,
as'.- the s..me
ILK
th•••
suffering from bone, "ant, and neura-muscular
"spastics". This will be Anther year of attatk
or
diame-Antesiscestsiegroer-the'prairtesi
Services are for laualicappgd persons,
on this distressing afflittion All phases of work
from It sections rif the state Patients are ad100 yt.:.t,
rr.ie SraLatt govrrin7
by the Commission are supplemented by the Somitt'str only upon dacha's prescriptions
nicht is, federit,g :this expar.sicr.fit
ciety. When public funds are insufficient, the
spirit in the Arctic betatiae it see.,
Society furnishes aid.
•
the econorr.ic and militaryorewarde.
S400.000 has been raised during the past three
.
"My
stomach swelled 'a-Ph gas
The Society's current program of areatment aryl
years for a convalescent home • near Lexington.
-'11,ere'are
meny Soviet'
•
care for crippled_ children will be continued arid
This home is a -vital need in the State progradt for
..t 7:0.000 and 40.000 in tire Tar until I could hardly breathe." said
which
has
Censtruction
crippled
been
children.
expanded as far as possible. Do your part in helpNrrt.1.1..as we have villages oil 300 one man living near here: "I
and
materials
of
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delayed
by
high
ing them. Together, we can start many boys and
conldn't sleep,. in fact had horrible
. ...
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girls an the road to self-aupport and happy adjustpected to begin this spring Additional funds in
.
nights, Was always - Cot- slit:uteri _e.„.1_
ment ACT TODAY! BUY YOUR MAME OF
the amount of $100.000 are needed to equip and
Ir. • 'iris
- 4rpletert their reci.rds. The got INNER-AID.. Ohl. is- hat
relief!
contribution is urinstitution
HAPPINESS AND HEALTH PM KENTUCKY'S
furnish
Your
the
.1.:e7nt hal, lerig. oideoeited the. 1000 It worked so mire& gat. Born me
CRIPPLED CHILDREN, BUY RASTER SEALS.
gently needed!
my s ormie r ueed 4 inches,
• ta plant bed treatments, lhe use of Can breathe freely again'
Sleep
artificial heLif in,
Sht.
•• amine of sotandly new. Bowolia-ailechaistive
tabacco and Sae.
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CleaMiag.'"
.
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_. ..
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1 INNER--AID is the new mixture
••
170 Plant Beds liVekterl
of 12 Juicer. from Naiure:s it rbs. It
.,
A --ervee of the dealers in Mar- has relieved many people who had
it,c, e•ain:y inclieate. 111`at in par inever been really helped
beforelay
840 South Third Street-Louisville, Ky
new of • the, fierier' in the. county any medicine. Taken shortly
before
are using itiot-rot resistant tobecco. peals it mixes with your food, than
• This advertisement is donated by
•
"NOT-K111111DER"-Bobby Jean Fix, three, sits in the, drfver's Ii-tin th a at testa 770 plant beds eliminating- the poisons that foster
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for
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ctieease Coke dealers repel eleven bowels, clear gas frorn attomat.
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mown,and some pieces of a
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.
Over
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SOVIET OUTSMARTING U
IN ARCTIC, EXPLORER SAYS

,'''. .
,
• ,%

-

um Page la-March 15. IL 17. 111--Muriay twe- et of the court square)
X-rays will be made from PAW to 12.00 a.m. and from 1:00 to 3:00
p.m. each day except Saturday.
The unit will dose at noon on Saturday.
‘itsa
Everyone over 15 years of age is eligible for x-rays, and' the Health
Department urges that every resident of the county take advantage of 4
this opportunity. Children %sill be x-rayed by special request of the
family physician.
The x-rays will be made free of chirge and reports will be confidential.. -13 will take only one minute 'to make the x-ray and it is not •
necessary to remove clothing.

lica- PERCY WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER •
JAMES C. WILLIAMS. GENERAL MAI•ZACER
Published
afternoons except Sunday at 103 North 4th St.. Murray, Ky.
.
_
Entered 'at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for aran•smissiou as
• Second Class Xlatter
.
.
SVBSCRIPT/ON RATES: By Carrier in Murray. per week 13c, per
month, 65e. In Calloway and adjoining counties. per year. $3 50, elsewhere $5.59.
••
,__NATIONAL.REPRESENTATIVE:- WALLACE WITMEit CO.. 903'Sb/rick
Building, Memphis, Tema,- 250 Park A_ve-, New York.: 307 N. Mielaigim
Ave, Chicago; 80 Boylston St., Boston.
_
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Help Kentucky's
CRIPPLED CHILDREN

EASTER SEALS
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Services Of

I

WE SERVICE ALL MAKES radios,
washing machines, small appliances. Call 56-Johnson Appliance
Mc
- Co.,. your Frigidaire dealer.
ROWLAND Refrigeration Service. All ratites. Money back guarantee. 12 years experience. Phone
A7c
9934.
ELECTRIC WIRING and SERVICE.
A.B.C. Washers, A.B. apartment
electric ranges, electrie irons, and
small appliances-Jones Electric
Shop, Lynn Grove. Ky.; .-Boyd
Atipi
Jones, owner.
MONUMENTS
Murray Maebie-ond Granite Works,
East Maple St., near Depot. Telephone 121. Porter White and L. D.
MAI
Outland. Managers
- DILL ELECTRIC CbMPANY
across from Postoffice. All types
of Wiring and Electrical supplies.
A7c
Phone 879.

JOB WELDING, farm equipment,
and machine welting. Boat trailers maqe-Murray Machine and
A8c
Tool Co. Phone 338.
FOR SALE-Popular brand cigarHOUSEHOLD and COMMERCIAL ettes, 15c with purchase. 1 quart
refrigeration. Sales and service. Marco Penn motor oil Free with
Phone 1087. 100 N. 4th St.- each oil drain. Pay for 4 quarts
West Kentucky Electric Co. A8c and get 5 quarts-Always less.
Martin Oil .Co., Second and Main
M7.7c
WE SPECIALIZE in COUNTRY St., Murray, Ky.
plate
HAM, steaks, chops and
ACROSONIC
BALDWIN
built
lunches. All kinds of sandwiches
SPINETS. Seven different styles
Rudy's Restaurant,
to choose from. Priced from $875.00.
and CORY Glass Coffee Lester Betsy Ross Spinets at
Maker Repair Parts. We have a $495.00-Feezle Piano Sales, 323 S.
complete line of these repair parts. 7th, Mayfield. Southwestern KenMe tucky's largest exclusive piano dis-Douglass Hardware Co.
A3c
tributor.
HEATFOR
LUMBING.
US
SEE
ing, sheet metal, roofing and Hot- KIRBY VACUUM CLEANERSpoint appliances. -1L--L Jenkins, Sates and Service. If it's Kirby.
A7c its the Best. Phone 1120-J. 708
phone 498-J.
Al3
Main.
PASTRIES and TEA ROLLS, special orders on pies-Ward-Qutland PIANOS, New Starr Spinet with
A8c bnch $499. used pianos guaranteed
, Bakery. Phone 850.
4.1s low as $135 and up, free delivWE REPAIR TYPEWRITERS and
ery any where. Harry Edwards
ADDING MACHINES - Kirk A.
808 South 5th Street. Phone
- MU
Pool & Co. Phone 60.
A5c
4431, Paducah, Ky.

For Sale

sum(

_ EXPERT SEWING MACHINE SERVICE. Fourteen years experience,
qualifies me to extend to you the
service
best sewing Machine
available. Have your old treadle DON'T FORGET our Auto Auction
converted into a new style cab- Sale every Saturaay beginning at
inet electric. 'Prices reasonable. 10:30, rain or shine. $2.00 if they
Satiatacti.m -icuarooced Tsdephnoe -don't sell, $14.00 if they do sell
M-W-F c Anybody can sell ... anybody can
11204. 708 Main
buy-Main Street Car Exchange
and Auction Co, Hoekinsville
tf
Ky.

Notices

RUPTURE
Expert Coming
to MAYFIELD again

-

NOTICE -.LOOK - LISTENDuring this cold weather is the
time to have your refrigerator
completely gone over and any
trouble corrected-repainted, belts,
gaskets, etc. replaced and avoid
trouble in hot weather.-Carter
Sales and Service, Tel 18, Paris,
Marl7c
Tenn.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

VOW= TO PIERVIOOR PUZZLE

t napt ‘i•iriner and the Dodgers could

1
irA771-7

BRAD

e4

00

Today's Sports Parade

GEO. L. HOWE
Well kilown expert, of Indianapolis, and ex-U. S. • Army Medical
Corpsman. will personally demonstrate his method withqgt,eharge at
the Hall lintel. hlayfielePThursday,
March 18th from 1 P.M. to 6 P.M.
Mr. Howe says the lioNe method,
contractsthe openings iff remarka- BALDWIN-The official piano for
.bly short time on the average rase,
today's great artista radio staregardless of the size or location of
symthe. rupture, and no matter how tions, colleges, school and
much you lift or strain, and puts' phony orchestras. Let us tell you
you back to 'work the same' day as 'how Nis); it is to own a Baldwin efficient as before you were rupFeezle Piano Sales, 323 South, 7th.
tured.
A3c
'
Mayfield, Ky.
The Howe Rupture Shield has no
leg strap: waterproof, sanitary,
OW TIME .1111RM FOLDS
practically indestructible, and can
UPI-A name long
BOSTON
be worn while bathing. Each shield
and fittinNo the -famed itk fka.a_tfa-fg_COOOF-yparts under heat, which gives a per- __cobb. Bates and Yerxa-will disSect fa and satisfaction.
appear from the store on Summer
Large and difficult ruptures fol- Street March 27 after 77 years.
lowing operations especially solic- The business has been absorbed by
ited.
an even older grocery firm. the
Do not overlook this opportunity
Made
which was found- ARMY SURPLUS BLDGS.if you want gratifying results. Mail S. S. Pierce Co..
from high grads lumber built to
Jackson
Andrew
when
1831
in
ed
log address P. 0. Box 5233 E. Michgovernment specifications. Many
igan St. Station. Indianapolis 1, Ind. was president.
Priced from
types mind sizes.
$17900 up FOB camp. For free
booklet write Doetsch Bros. Lumber Co., 1225 State St., New Albany, Indiana. Telephone 4802. 1
BY GENERAL ELECTRIC
M 2-8-12-15-22-3111 ,1
FACT IS
a

RECEIPT BOOKS

4 to Page - In Duplicate
GOOD FOR ANY USE WHERE A
RECEIPT IS REQUIRED
LEDGER & TIMES

I FOUND THIS POOR
LI'L INJURED BIRD
LYING IN THE GRASS

G-OING• To BRING.
HER HOME f)ilvE)
TAKE CARE OF if POOR
THING.
Q!ErFt

,

-

Calloway Club
Plans 1)rive For
Spring Quarter
A. special program. oeginning
next quarter to interest high school
in MSC s planned by the Calloway county club, Miss Evelyn Lynn,
sponsor, has announced.
The program consists of selecting
were
that
• two representatives
former members of the various
high schools in Calloway county to
•
form a cabinet. These representatives will then contact the different high schools to talk in the inter
est of Murray State.
Officers of the club are: John
Fetterma-n, president: John Nanny-,
vice-president and Caroline- Vaughn
-"
secretary-treasurer. • /
Ms Lynn statedisghtt there were
s
WITH NEW SELENIUM-RECTIFIER-TYPE OVERNtit
. between 300 mina 400 members now
enrolledin the club.
CI-IARGER DEVELOPED BY GENERAL ELECTRIC.
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AERIE an SLATS
PEPOT.4M005E BEND

FROM

CAR OR TRACTOR.

TWO IRONS
IN ONE!
NEW 6-E AUTOMATIC
STEAM IRON WORKS
AS STEAM OR DRY
IRON AT TURN
OF KNOB.

400 ENGINEERS, CHEMISTS,
Ant OTHER SPECIALISTS -INDUSTRYb
LARGEST TECHNICAL STAFF-woRK
AT GENERAL ELECTRIC. THEIR SKILL
IMPROVES T/-4E QUALITY OF.EVERY
G-E PRODUCT t

c.ec cait,"arta,coleienc& in/-

4.3)ELECTRIC
(
GENERAL
Her de _Fred Wed., Sim.- roc

*Noel, stssdss

Hief,

af-tso 491- 7441 PST
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By Raeburn

Slats Makes a Decision

BE
KINPA 4URP1715E17
TO HEAR
ME
BECAuSE FOR
THREE M0NT45
NOW SHE' BEEN
SURE I wAS
DEAD!
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Bahai to0bserve Their New Year
On March 20, First Day of Spring

. :mirth -fourth.". Eddie isn't
slow telling the wort/that he wa,.
E.
LL.F'0 bartered off because he -wanted
1-Argument
AN
B,A N E
more money and that he feels 'the
5-To educate
P
A
NO
T
R
•
r4
13-Agitated
Dodgers are guilty of ingratitude.
By LEO TURNER
ONDU
I4-To elevate
TKI L 5
it
and
them
Y•ar ask the leaders why 151‘w
gave
.
"I
everything
13-Mother
United Press Staff Correspondent
RE6
ME Ac'
35-Cunninng
18-Plowed
was good enough for a pennant.Year's is observed on the firseday
ASS
DEANIE
36-Musiewl notes
17-Leased
pointed out. "Then
asked
37-Ventured
1/1-43w1ne
NEW YORK -11.J.P.i-There are of spring..Thay explain tpiat the
PIT
33-Rage
It-Small depressiona
for a few thousand dollars ..raL:e. 5.000 people in the United States Baha'i year is divided in kmonths
AT
ED
31-Rougher
SO-Malice
41-Literary collection
23-Concludes
and its like asking for their right who believe that Christ reterned to of 19 lays each with taur "interE T
43-Paid notice
13-An staclamaUon
ER
LAP aim.
earth 131 years ago in the body of calary" days in an ordinary year
44-Helpers
01 surprise
45-Miser
25-Am berm en Le
- "gr' between the
a Persian teacher- called Saha'. and five in leap "
They
'him
offered
and
six
one-half
47-Rhymsters
27-Health resort
43.--01 yes a pprerral
13-Porsaken
per cent raise this year. Eddie dis- U'Llah, the "prophet_ of the new 18th and 18th mo
Their months are called Splenclosed, and he demanded 33 1-3 era."
DOWN
7
/0
5,
9
,/
5
2
/
89
percent. He finally settled for less
They will observe New Year's on dor. Glory. Beauty. . Grandeur,
1-Obstruction
15-Man's name
than 25 percent.
the first day of spring. March 20. -Light. Mercy, Words. Perfection,
01
3-In this Ma n net
3
Names. rt. Will. ,Knowledge,
4-Early settler
Duroeher, the Dodger pilot,
* was 1948. will mark the beginning of
5-Practices
year 104 of their "net_ era." Power, S ,ech, Question;. Honor,
-the
..7..,, iia
holdout
a
was
quoted
/awliett-Eddie
8-A number
/i/stity, Dominion and LoftiSovcre
T-Slan'a nickname
as having said that Stanky wasn't dated from the foundinga-of ,the
2,9
5-Movements
is
On March ness.
fasting
began
They
cult.
was
he
what
isking.
9-Talks wildly
.Eridarace_AILIladissfads,
71,4
10-Islets
'Lees statement was Unjustified," -in-preparation.
24
1
p7
...../i 82 02
II-Japanese Rhein*
e 'tallith of Loftiness, beginBaha'1.,
the
are
people
These
and
12-Boys nickname
"I
him
Stanky said.
batted for
ng March' 1. is marked with fastreligion
fall In promise
I7-To
a
of
members
are
They
/7/7
never said anything about this *60.20
18-Wharfa
ng ...and ends with the feast of
11-Deduced
000 salary. And I played 145 games scattered through 68 countries
f\
Nawalluz, hr the New Year.
30-To cut in hall
,5o
7,
.•7
,./'29
last year when he wasn't even Theirs is the glistening temp
21-Schemes
Baha'is believe in the unification
23-To cut down the
there. So how did he know what with a lace-like dome at Wilmeat e,
middle
33
on the shores of Lake Michigin a .of all religions, all races, all na- •
was
I
worth?
-Suspends
24
.•
,
7.
tionaLities and all classes. They
26-joiner
-In short, lw knifed me in the few miles north of alkali It's a
27-Backbone
claiM thcir religion embraces the
30-8afekeeping
back, he really put the skids un- temple that was.- built Iy6m the
32-Compulsion
top down. The dome stow like the Christian, Jewish-, Moslem, Hindu,
37 .
der inc,"33-Bee bites
for years Zoroaster .and all other • major
r
F
The square-cut infielder, explain- cap on a steel skelet
35-Student at
FOR SALE-Luzier cosmetics. See
,/,/ 9)
West Point
Illinois prairie before the religions. They, believe that not
the
on
No
39
ed.
face,
his
with
in
that
sadness
N.
104
Mrs. Talmadge Robinson.
37-Fop
only the spirit of Christ, but also
•//,
A
39-Co,et
he was sorry to leave his friends main structure was/built Under it.
1415c
lib
9th. Phone 1031-W.
49
4(.1
those of the great prophets of
40-Rater 189.1
Modern
Headipsarteri
on
fans,
and
club
Brooklyn
the
the
41-810th ipLi
other --religions returned 'to earth
of
New
headquarters
The
Yopf
43-Still
FOR SALE-Thor wringer type
"who always treated me swell."
47
‘413
i;
5
43-rienttscs Gomm
57th in the body of Baha"U'Llah.
- washing machines, $134.95. Thor
as-Bowan1•1=---- "But now that its over. I'm glad the Baha'i is/ at 110 West
'To be a B.1h441.' one recent
ocIt
building
office
Street.
.4n
is
Nafir. Or Vallee raft,eeeleola me.
automaglc. $199.50. dish washer
it happened." he said. "I'll give
'_Jahlove all
ka-13-unit for Automagic. $69.0-Barthe-EfFavescalFT7have and I hear
concert book- the world; to love humanity' and
nett & Kerley, next to Bank of
they'appreciate that.kind of a play- agents, thjatrical.ank
ing agents, dance jittidios. -a ballet try to serve it; to work for uniA8c
Murray.
organization and the New York versal peace-and universal brother.
And so he took off smiling.
state department of labor.
STILL FURNISHING CALLOWAY
One of the New York leaders
It occupies half of *the -Sixth
County as described below: Rough
By OSCAR FRALEY
GOVERNOR THUMBS RIDE
All
Lumber-Poplar and oak.
floor. There are nine-member dis- explained that it was only natural
Stanky. the spark plug of the
United Press Sports Writer
SALEM. Ore. "JP'-Gov. John kussion meetings on Sunday after- to begin the New Year on the first
lengths. Uniform' widths and
club which fought its way. to tho
limili of Oregon thinks hitch-hikthickness. Accurately sawn. See
noon. There the members meet day of spring "when all things
CIUDAD TRUJILLO, D. R., Mar- National League Pennant last year.
John A. Nance, Nance Bros., New ch 15. alPi-Blue eyes snapping. looked fit again after a rapid re- Mg • is eau'. While on his way' to once every 19 days for feasts mind are born anew"--irt the northern
Salem from Portland *his car had to discuss their spiritual or-Hems. hemisphere
A9p Scrappy Eddie Stanky today char- covery but he said he was "a
Concord. Ky.
a blowout. After inquiring at Three
ged that he had been -knifed in little weak."
.farm houses, he could find no teleUNLOADING SALE-Mercury tri- the back'; by manager Leo-DurochBut the man evil° makes a
phone, so- he .stuck out his thumb
cycles. 12"-.$8 35. 16"-$9.35, 20" er and sold suddenly to the Boston
business of drawing bases on balL ard hitched a ride to the capital.
$10.35. Radio Flyer wagons, regu- Braves because he had the temerthe
at
spot
right
the
in.
and being
"'les a cinch," he commented.
lar $10.95-$7 95-Bilbrey's Car ity to ask for a pay raise.
.
right moment hinted that the DodAlle
and Home Supply.
;It, was a shock." the fighting gers might be even weaker withREAD THE CLASSIFIEDS!FOR ALE-1936 4-door Plymouth little second baseman' said as he out him.
"Ever since I started playing for
--Mrs. Jeff Hughes. Telephone boarded a plane for the states,
KENTUCKY
M15e "but I'm glad I'm. going."
$125 a month I've given every• 1I57-W.
NATCNERY
His beautiful, dark haired wife thing I had. he said with a trace Clime
BABY CHICKS-AAAA Grads. .11 accompanied him on the flight to of bitterness. "Pee-wee Reale and eu "FULLOw maw"tesemeems=sertskimmeweeveroa
eede•'•if•emi
.
tr
V
breeds from U. S. Approved Pul- Miami. She has joined him here I gave the Dodgers a good double
10•••-••••••1 %sod
▪
•
lorum Controlled frocks. -Our.<Viten be was stricken with lobar play combination. I think Alvin ors...nod ettieba. AO
IV
•••••••• b•••31.
C CKS fiN
"Super Quality" are guarantee4-1n pneumonia last Saturday. the day Dark and l`can do the same thing ▪
n•14
hem the SLUE GRASS
I 910 KENTUCKY
live or we_will_TePlace fz
•
an
•Sm.
fur the Braves.
4a4ha---Braves was.
chicks that - die Itist 14 days. Oa ced
I'd like to be with another pen- KEIrructir HATCHLRY, ut I 4* Si UMW IL
or Electric Brooders Write for
prices. Hoosier. 716 West JefferBy Ernie Bushmiller
The Good Samaritans
NANCY
Mon ti
son. Louisville, Ky.
29-To cut edges a
Wins
30-Short ride (NSW
31-It is (contr.)
32--8hedding
34-Test eolutlon

ACH055

ThREE MONTH--THATS A
LONG TIME --MAYBE THINCIS
HAVE C-HANCIED WITH

BECKY-- SHEIS A
hilaHTY PRETTY
CeIRL!

rAND A FELLA CAN'T EXPECT
A thIRL TO STAY ENGAGED T'HIM
AFTER HE'S BEEN REPORTED
DEAD. MAYBE SOME OTNEN
HAS COME ALONo'

otr•

Van Buren

{
THERE ARE LOTS OF
OTHER CatJY5 IN THE WORLD
WHO DESERVE BECKY AO
MUCH AS I DO-- MAYBE 1'17 BETTE!A
NOT 5EN0 ANV
WIRE - - MAYBE

Cr

I'D BETTER
..A.)5T GO HOME
AND SEE HOW
THIN65

ARE'

TOURGLAR FEEDS KITTY
A • burglar
UP -.
sALEM. Ore
entered- the Inane -of- Mrs Roy
"'c11y-IA.111w she Was alhar.-flxhimself some ham, made toastad
cheese sandy.iches _and_led her cat
•
a can of cat food.

r5•11,tail* 3••••••• fr.o.e.

U t P. 011--••

, AUCTION SALE
Onit-half mile west of South
Pleasant Croce t hued' near Crossland, Ku.. at 10:90 a.m.. MARCH It.
The Tulles jog sill be offered for
sale:
Wagon.
Disc Harrow. a-a-Coon Foot Hart•11/.
"4" Harrow.''
Cultivator.
Corn Drill.
Pious - 93 Chattanooga.
PION - Seven Oliver.
Lay _Off Plow.
Double Shovel.
Rastas Plow.
Baled Hay - Red Top.
Household and Kitchen FUnnilure, etc.
In ease of rain sale will be held
the following day.
ADOLPHUS WEBB

••••••••4

•
LI'L ABNER

By Al Capp

Jerk-in-the-Box
^

WWWWLE••••••••NNIMINI131

HAD TO DO SOME MIGHTY
FANCY WRIGGLING
TO DUCK THOSE.
BULLETSF,

WE'LL NAFTA SHAKE
FOSDICK OUTA THERE,
•
LIKE HE WAS
SALT if'
-

"a

mops UP,
- You
FIENDS!!
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Activities Locals
Weddings

6

4

North Murray
Homemakers Hear
Clothing Lesson

served to; Mesdames Ottis Patton,
NOTICE
R. M. Pollard. W. E. Johnson, GarThe Girl Scouts 36th Anniversary
vi Gatlin, J. B. Watson. Walter
party which was to be held with
Williams. Charlie Crawford. Fred
Tuesday, March 16
,
Miss Sue Parker, Elm street, last
Gingtes. Gatlin "Clopton. Esco GunThe following cittles of . the
Friday was postponed due to Miss
ter. and hostess E. P. Heater.
W SC S. of the First Methodist
Mrs. Charlie Crawford. clothing
Parker's having the mumps.
Church will meet at 2:30:
•• •
leader. ,presented the less on
The party will be held tomor'Circle - 1. Mrs:- N. -A. -Waldrop,
"Hem
Finishes and
Fastening'.
row, Tuesday, at three o'clock at
chairman, at the home of, Mrs.
Facts" to the members meeting in
arson erns vieisawass
Miss Parker's home.
George Smith. Cohostesses will be
the home ot Mrs. E P Heater on 1--Tet--"-Sr-Meets
Mrs. Wilheinsina Longtrea, who
Mrs. Prentice Glasgow and Mrs. J.
A B I listened to Judge Havoc's
Wednesday afternoon.
tells this story laid in Westgate es account of all this, I sat
W. Carr. and program leader, Mrs.
with
on Puget Sound, is dismayed my hands clenched in my lap.
The length of a Skirt can be quite
F. E. Crawford. .
What
Nineteen women of the Vi'omens when her grandson Roger. after stuck in my mind was the janitor's
successfuW taken by oneself. Put
Circle IL Mrs. Bryan Tolley.
on the garment, stand" against a Missionary Society met March 9 a quarrel with his fiancee. Cath- statement that Lydia was in her
chairman, at the home of Mrs. Fierine Page. marries and brings office next to Emery's that sites
CHIT-CHAT—Winkle, pet squirrel belonging to Mrs. Venora
table, the top of which comes just in an all-day service at Salem Bap- home a night-clu
b singer. Pene- noon. I thought of their years of
nis Outland. Cohostesses Will be
Yarnal, of Denver, appears to be making a special plea to
below your hips. Turn slowly and us Churcn.• Pot-luck dinner was lope. He soon regrets his marrieater wrangling brought to a crisis
)%lirs. Charlie Hale and Mrs Solon
remain In her home. The tiny squirrel, now three months old,
mark with pins where the edge of served at the noon hour.
age. but Penelope refuses his re- by Emery's recent disastrous specuHiggins, and program - leader, Mrs.
Clime to the Yarnal family—which owns five cats and two dogs
The morning service dealt with quest for a divorce. That evening, lations. I visualised Lydia, imperithe table comes on the dress. MeasB. A. Johnston.
Mrs. Lonirtree and her friend ous, proud. Jealous of her power,
—when found In the yard, apparently abandoned by Its
ure the height of the table and -"The Christian Home."
Almost
Circle Ill. _Mrs. A. L Rhodes,
mother. Things went smoothly for a while, but soon Winkle
from this subtract the distance you every woman present took part and Judge Hawse and Penelope mur- facing possible ruin through the
chairman, at the home of Mrs. Hail
dered. District Attorney arisen blunder of her weakling son. Was
wish the garment to be from the brought out thoughts about home suspects
became
too popular and the others grew _jealous. lair_lirs.
Roger. Later. Cather- she capable of murder? I might not
Hood with Mrs. A..1- Humph. cosentiments--honte influences, home ine's brother
floor. "1(
'
-`
1%
Yarnal is appealing for a new home for WInkie.
Ratchet/ Is arrested have thought so if I had not seen
hostess and Mrs. Alice Jones, proThere are three types of worked building, aid- 'homes made mis- when It's learned he was near her state of desperation when I'd
gram leader.
the scene of the crime at about met her on the stairs to Meyering
_ butrontroleso-fair.
tiar-- an-d tailors_ tsmiarY
:
's
tournament to end an in;and-out
Coach Johnny Underwood will To begin the afternoon program, the time it occurred. There's an office a few days before.
The • Alice-Wilers Circle will The fan type should 'be used in Mrs
season.
{Aided
complication when a night
lose eight of his first ten players.
Thelma
"I
Brown,
wonder
why
Emery
presented
went
to
his
those,
places ialhere •there will be
meet at :30 with Mrs. Oliver Mcwaichma
n,
Jorgenso
in
n.
an I:Slice Saturday afternoon," I said
The Colts saved their best game 'Those hoopsters graduating are •
strain on the laintonhole. The bar sothe worthwhile thoughts from abandoned brewery is shot and
Lemore. South Sixth street.
to the judge. "I suppose, though.
.
of the searon until the last as the Boyd, Trevathan, Rogers, Richard-type may be used where there will the book: "Shining Like the Stars." wounded by a mysterious In- that he had things
Wedsiesday..-NUartA 17
to attend to
Following this the unfinished task truder. Meanwhile. Eva
five senior starters reached new son, Peters. Robertson, Humphries.
Hallick. after his return from his trip."
The United Daughters of the Con- be no strain, as down the front of of Home
Missions was discussed
wealthy house guest of lira
and Dowdy.
Judge Havoc looked surprised.
fedtracy will meet with Mrs. Fred a shirt or blouse. The tailor tyt•e, and
heights in dropping the Hazel
"What we as Baptists can do Lonetree, has become engaged to "His trip? What trip?"
Gingles. 1606 Farmer Avenue, at resembling the fin buttonholes, is with His
Lions 31-30 in an exciting game.
Farther,
Emery
whose
mother.
message
"Eva told me he left town unexand our mission
worked over a cord and has a
2:30.
Hazel had trounced Murray Trainwhen we have love, faith, hope Mrs. Lydia Fortner, is head of a pectedly Wednesday morning. He
larged opening at the fan end.
lumber company. When Mrs. said he was called away on busiing 34-30 'in the county tournacourage,
and prayer in our hearts." L,ongtree
Mrs"
Walter
Williams.
landscaplearns from Eva's law- ness. I believe he returned Friday
.The Music Departrnent will meet
ment.
Thai? VW) attended believed this yer. Lather Meyering
3
Mg leader. gave the lesson on
. that Emery evening.'
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hdned stage, but some of the individuals must have presented a
weird appearance.
In some cases the front of the
skull also was flattened, producing a high peaked head.
In connection with the new
studies. Dr. T. Dale
Stewart.
Smithsonian curaeor of physical
anthropoldgy, has been examining
some skulls from Utah. The skulls.
he reported have flattened backs,
He believes. however, that the
flattened skulls did not result from
the pressure of "cradle boards"
against the heads of Individuals
when they were small babiest__..__
"This so-called lamboid flat.
tenint." Dr Stewart says. "hardly
can have been otherwise than deliberate. owing to some distorted
Idea of physical beauty or to a
desire to differentiate clearly members of certain trHael."
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